Under cabinet lighting wiring diagram

We use cookies and other tracking technologies to improve your browsing experience on our
site, show personalized content and targeted ads, analyze site traffic, and understand where our
audiences come from. To learn more or opt-out, read our Cookie Policy. Help make meal prep
easier and add mood lighting with peel-and-stick tape lined with LEDs. There was a time when
installing undercabinet lighting meant picking between chunky, flickering fluorescent tubes or
burning-hot halogens. But with low-voltage wiring, brightening a kitchen is easy: Press some
LED-lined tape in place, and soft-white light will beam down and show off your countertop and
backsplash. Follow along as This Old House senior technical editor Mark Powers shows you
how to let in the warm light. To power the lights, we installed a remodeling wiring box above an
upper cabinet and borrowed from the dedicated circuit powering the microwave. Start by
flipping off the breaker to the existing outlet, then check with a tester that the electricity is off.
Pull out the outlet and, with a screwdriver, bang free one of the metal knockouts in the box. Use
a drywall saw to cut a hole for the remodeling box in the wall above the cabinet. Feed the fish
tape up through the knockout, as shown, and out of the new hole in the drywall. Tip: Plan to use
an accessible but hidden outlet to run the LED power supply, like one above or inside a cabinet.
Hook the ground to the fish tape and cover the connection with electrical tape, as shown. Pull
the fish tape through the knockout until about 10 inches of wire is exposed, then free the fish
tape. Cut the first 6 inches of wire for pigtails, and use a utility knife to free the three individual
wires from the yellow sheathing. Grab all three white wiresâ€”for the existing outlet, the new
outlet, and the pigtailâ€”and join them with a wire nut. Repeat the process for the black and
ground wires. Rewire the existing outlet, push all the wiring into the box, and screw the outlet
back into place. Install the box in the wall, strip the wires, and attach them to the new outlet.
Screw the outlet in place and secure the trim plate. Complete the connection by tightening the
setscrew. Place the power supply and the dimmer on top of the upper cabinets. Plug the power
supply into the new outlet. Drape the wiring along the cabinets, as shown. Cut the red and black
wire so that it reaches the center underneath the corner cabinet. Add the red wire to one end of
the terminal and tighten the setscrew, as shown. Repeat the process for the white or black wire.
From the middle of the corner cabinet, measure the length of tape needed to cover the cabinets
along one wall. Use scissors to cut the LED tape across the center of the copper contacts, as
shown. Repeat the process for the other wall of cabinets. Use LED tape-light extension
connections to turn the terminal into a splitter, sending power to both walls. These 4-foot
extensions have two wires, white for positive and white with a black stripe for negative, with a
clamp on one end that grips onto the LED tape. Join the tape to the extension by peeling away
the adhesive backing under the copper contacts. Slide the tape into the connector with the logo
facing up, as shown. Make sure to align the polarity of the extension to the markings on the
tape. Wiggle the tape in so it seats completely. Flip the connector over and snap the lock closed
with a slotted screwdriver. Repeat this process for the LED tape running under the other wall of
cabinets. Then twist together the positive ends of the extensions and fit them into the terminal
across from the red wire. Tighten the setscrew and add both negative wires to the terminal in
the same way. Restore the power at the panel. Keep the strip 1 to 2 inches back from the face
frame to distribute the degrees of light evenly across the backsplash and countertop, as shown.
If you have a dark countertop, install the tape against the back of the face frames, with the LEDs
pointing toward the backsplash, to eliminate bright spots. This allows the LED tape to travel
underneath the cabinets. To install the LEDs against the face frame, slice through cabinet sides
with an oscillating tool. Drill more holes underneath the cabinets to allow the wiring to pass
through. In kitchens where wall cabinets change height, such as to a shorter one above a sink,
run wiring inside the adjacent taller cabinet. Add a second hole, 90 degrees to the first one,
through the cabinet wall and in line with the underside of the shorter cabinet above the sink.
Wipe the undersides of the cabinets with denatured alcohol so the tape will stick properly. Peel
the backing off the LED tape and press it in place under the straight run of cabinets. The tape on
the far end closest to the shorter cabinet above the sink should line up with the hole, as shown.
Align the polarity of the free end of the tape and an extension, and clamp down the connection.
Fish the wires up through the hole and into the corner of the cabinet. Measure, cut, and add
extensions to enough LED tape to cover the underside of the cabinet above the sink. Push the
wires through the hole in the taller cabinet. Twist together the two stripped positive wires and
secure them with low-voltage wiring nuts. Repeat the process for the negative wires, as shown.
Peel and stick the LEDs to the under-side of the cabinet above the sink. Disconnect the power,
then plug the power back in; the touch pad should pair with the wireless dimmer. Now screw the
terminal to the underside of the cabinet. Cookie banner We use cookies and other tracking
technologies to improve your browsing experience on our site, show personalized content and
targeted ads, analyze site traffic, and understand where our audiences come from. By choosing
I Accept , you consent to our use of cookies and other tracking technologies. By Sal Vaglica.

Pinterest Email Pocket Flipboard. Step 2 Feed Up the Fish Tape Photo by Kolin Smith To power
the lights, we installed a remodeling wiring box above an upper cabinet and borrowed from the
dedicated circuit powering the microwave. Step 6 Wire Up the Terminal Photo by Kolin Smith
Cut the red and black wire so that it reaches the center underneath the corner cabinet. Step 7
Cut the Tape Photo by Kolin Smith From the middle of the corner cabinet, measure the length of
tape needed to cover the cabinets along one wall. Step 12 Press the Tape in Place Photo by
Kolin Smith Wipe the undersides of the cabinets with denatured alcohol so the tape will stick
properly. Step 13 Wire Inside the Cabinet Photo by Kolin Smith Align the polarity of the free end
of the tape and an extension, and clamp down the connection. Email required. By signing up,
you agree to our Privacy Notice and European users agree to the data transfer policy. The
location of the under cabinet lights is a key factor that will help produce the right type of light
that you desire for your project area. The benefits of under cabinet lights in your kitchen or any
area for that matter will be the added light that will softly provide illumination to previously dark
areas. This type of lighting will also brighten up areas where kitchen appliances are used such
as bread machines, mixers, coffee pots, toasters and much more. Selecting the right under
cabinet lights. Mounting Hardware for the under cabinet lights. Locating the under cabinet
lights. Finished under cabinet light project. What you should know about under cabinet lights
for your home. There are several types of under cabinet lighting available today, including
xenon, LED, fluorescent and quartz just to name a few. All of these types will produce different
types, shades and intensity of light. It is best to choose from lights that are shown in a sample
display for a better understanding. Consider taking a sample of your wall paint or any wall
covering materials such as wall paper, tile or stone to get a close representation of how the light
will actually be displayed in your home area. Depending upon the fixture your choose, most
under cabinet lighting will require installing concealed wiring inside the walls prior to the
installation. The type of wiring will depending upon the fixtures you select and the existing
wiring found in your home. It is best to install the wiring at the time of new home construction.
However the wiring can be installed as a retrofit or remodel project when the required electrical
codes are understood and while working under the authority of your local building authority. As
with any home electrical project, it is best to hire a qualified licensed electrical contractor for
the best results. Step 1 - Pre-wiring for under cabinet lights Careful planning for installing under
cabinet lights will always help save you time and money. This installation has the wiring
installed from a switch box that is located conveniently so the under cabinet lights can be
turned on as the kitchen is entered. The electrical wiring is run inside the wall and loops from
one fixture location to the next. Step 2 - Selecting the right under cabinet lights The location of
the under cabinet lights requires careful attention to the immediate area. The correct location
will depend on the width of the cabinet and how close the cabinet is to other devices such as a
range exhaust fan or refrigerator, which will require careful attention to determine the desired
amount of light. Corner cabinet lighting should be installed so that the light is balanced and
covers the area equally to eliminate shadows and dark areas. Step 3 - Mounting Hardware for
the under cabinet lights The materials needed to install under cabinet lights will depend upon
the exact fixture that you select. Most under cabinet fixtures come with a package of installation
hardware including screws that are the right size that will prevent penetrating the bottom shelf
of the cabinet. The right size cable bushing and wire connectors are essential for a proper under
cabinet lighting installation. Step 4 - Locating the under cabinet lights The exact installation will
depend upon the specific under cabinet lights you will choose for your project. Mounting an
under cabinet light close to the wall will produce a nice wash of light that will accentuate
beautiful wall coverings such as granite, tile or stone. Mounting the under cabinet light in the
center or front area of the cabinet will produce more direct task light. Notice the amount of light
and type of light that will be produced by the under cabinet light you select and how the light
will be distributed in the area you choose to brighten up. Step 5 - Finished under cabinet light
project When considering these factors for your under cabinet lighting project, you will the
eliminate needless mistakes by installing your under cabinet lights the right way and get the
type of lighting you need for your home. After the project is completed there should not be any
visible or exposed wiring. In most cases where low profile under cabinet fixtures are selected
the fixture will not be visible because of the structure of most cabinet designs which have a
recessed area that is perfect for installing the under cabinet light fixtures. See How to Wire it
Right! Question: I had hired a electrician to run under cabinet lighting in my kitchen, however
for another problem not relating to that, I had another electrical contractor through the house
today and the holes are not patched from the installation and he stated some alarming potential
hazards with the install that I wanted to clear up. Basically I was told that the manner the lights
have been installed was not up to NEC code. I was told these several points: 1. You cannot by
NEC code use lamp cord inside walls. You cannot hard-wire any lighting to the small appliance

circuits above the counter. Is this true? I assumed it was since I hired a licensed electrician. I
have since then contacted the electrical guy who installed the lights and he writes : Please tell
that contractor to verify the article The only possible problem is that if the cable cord light is
fire-rated. I have asked a few electrical contractors about this situation and their opinions differ.
Some said you can't use it and some said you can. I have searched in the books, but I have not
found anything explaining what needs to be done. For your safety reasons,we could solve this
problem by either using a junction box under the cabinet and make all the lights under the
cabinet pull new jumpers. The other option would be to change the under cabinet lighting, and
pull hard wire between the lights. My goal is customer satisfaction,if you pick the second
option, I will pay for the old lights. Please let me know what you're planning to do and once
again I'm sorry for this situation. I am now scared. I cannot locate or understand any part of the
NEC book and Ii am scared that my home will catch on fire with the current installed job. Can
you assist in any way? Is what he did up to code? Thank you so much for taking your time to
read this. Answer: Hi Anna - Great Question! The best way for me to advise you would be to
start with one question: Was this electrical project installed under the authority of the local
building department or jurisdiction, who issued a permit for the work? If this is true then any
possible faults or code violations will most likely be identified during the time of inspection by
the building department representative. If this is not the case, then you may still contact your
local building department and follow their recommended procedure, which will ensure that your
electrical project has been performed safely, and will hold anyone responsible for any
violations. This will also provide important documentation which may be needed for correcting
any problems. Note: Never install lamp wire or any other type of cord inside walls where it is
concealed with the exception of low voltage applications where the wire gauge is sized properly
for the application. Romex or SER type cables that are approved for home electrical
applications are permitted. NOTE: This question is based on a specific lighting project. Ask a
Question! How to Install Under Cabinet Lights. Pre-wiring for under cabinet lights. Careful
planning for installing under cabinet lights will always help save you time and money. The
location of the under cabinet lights requires careful attention to the immediate area. The
materials needed to install under cabinet lights will depend upon the exact fixture that you
select. The exact installation will depend upon the specific under cabinet lights you will choose
for your project. When considering these factors for your under cabinet lighting project, you will
the eliminate needless mistakes by installing your under cabinet lights the right way and get the
type of lighting you need for your home. Estimated Time: Depends on personal level of
experience, ability to work with tools for install lighting fixtures, and the available access to the
project area. Electrical Wiring Parts and Materials: Electrical parts and materials for home
lighting projects should be approved for the specific project and compliant with local and
national electrical codes. Electrical Codes and Inspections: Installing additional electrical wiring
for lighting should be done according to local and national electrical codes with a permit and be
inspected. Do You Need Electrical Help? Summary Step-by-Step Pictures and Installation Guide:
Pre-wiring for under cabinet lights, selecting under cabinet lights, mounting hardware for the
lights, locating the light fixtures, a complete under cabinet light project. Installing Under Cabinet
Kitchen Lights. Step 1 - Pre-wiring for under cabinet lights. Step 2 - Selecting the right under
cabinet lights. Step 3 - Mounting Hardware for the under cabinet lights. Step 4 - Locating the
under cabinet lights. Step 5 - Finished under cabinet light project. Electrical Wiring Book.
Questions about Under cabinet Lights Questions about Wiring Under Cabinet Lights Please
Note: The following is a true example of what happens even when you hire an electrician but the
project is completed without contacting the local building department and not having an
inspection. Helping You Wire it Right. Recent Testimonials I think your site offers the the
clearest and best electrical information for homeowners I have ever seen on the net. You have
given me confidence to do my own projects which I never had before. Paul, from Foxboro,
Massachusetts I wish I found this site earlier, it is by far the best electrical related resource I
have found on the web. George, from Scranton, Pennsylvania I love this site for an office worker
that does not know anything about electric wiring. Collin, from Grand Rapids, Michigan Thank
you for answering my question. I was able to get this done. This site is perfect. I am glad I found
it. Please keep it going. Under cabinet lighting will help bring your kitchen to life and will help
transform it into a showplace. Learning how to install under cabinet lighting is something any
homeowner can do. With the proper planning this is DIY project with an average difficulty level
that should only take a few hours to complete. I will take you through the installation of hard
wired under cabinet light fixture and also will provide my installation video below. You can
review my recommended under cabinet lighting options here. The first decision you will need to
make is what type of under cabinet lighting to buy and then which fixture. Each type will have a
different installation method which is why deciding which one is the first decision you will have

to make. I have often mentioned that my preference is to use a hard wired LED under cabinet
lighting fixture. It will be the best for your kitchen from a results and efficiency perspective. You
can read about my recommended under cabinet lighting options here. This step in deciding
which lighting option to go with and then which fixture to buy should not be rushed. For some
perspective, it took me two months of research to figure out what to do. That process included
watching videos, reading websites like this one, and even ordering some of the lighting options
and testing them before making a final decision. I have done all of that work for you. This step is
where you decide where you are going to add under cabinet lighting. Will you put them under
every cabinet or are you looking to light just one area? Some people have kitchens that have
cabinets on two different walls and even a small desk to pay bills and use a computer. My
preference is to put a light under every cabinet. If your budget allows, it is also important to put
fixtures that span the entire length of the cabinet so there are no dark spots or shadows. This is
another reason why I prefer fixtures instead of some of the other options such a puck lights. Is
this a full remodel or are you adding under cabinet lighting to a finished kitchen? I ask because
your answer to this question will then change how you will install your under cabinet lights and
your options will change. Remodel â€” If you are remodeling your kitchen, then I recommend
that you completely cut out the existing backsplash and dry wall like you see in the photo
below. This is by far the easiest way to manage the under cabinet light installation and it also
helps to install your new tile back splash. In this photo, it was removed during a full remodel but
you can also do this if your cabinets and counter are not being removed. Cutting out the dry
wall allows you to run your wires quickly and easily without any obstructions. Re-installation of
the dry wall is very easy and it provides you with a nice clean, smooth and even surface to
install your new back splash tile. In fact, even if you have an existing kitchen that you were not
remodeling, I would consider changing the back splash and the under cabinet lighting at the
same time. You can probably pick out some new tile that will look great with the new lighting. If
you are not remodeling your kitchen and just want to add the under cabinet lighting, then you
will have to get creative with how you snake the wiring. I will take you through that process
below. One of the things that should be a bit easier when it comes to installing under cabinet
lighting is identifying a power source that you can tap into. These LED lights use very little
power so there is no need to run a dedicated line from the panel to your kitchen simply to
provide power to your under cabinet lights. One of best options is to use the light switch that
most kitchens have to turn the light on over the sink. This assumes that you have one of those
of course. You have a power source going to that switch to handle that light over your sink
which hopefully you are also changing to a beautiful pendant light. As you can see in the photo
below, I turned a single switch into a double switch. One powers the pendant light and the other
is controlling the under cabinet light. In my opinion, this is the easiest and best way to source
power for your lights. If you do not have a switch for a light over your sink, or any other light
switch, then you can tap into an outlet that is in your backsplash. In this situation, I would
recommend that you remove the single outlet box and replace it with a double. One side will
have a traditional outlet for you to plug in some counter top appliances and the other side will
be your switch. This may be what you want to do if you plan to use a dimmer switch since those
tend to be larger. Some low voltage under cabinet lighting fixtures have a transformer. In these
applications you bring your main power to the transformer and then from the transformer you
run low voltage wires to the fixtures. You can hide your transformer either inside one of your
upper cabinets or inside one of your lower cabinets. The kitchen sink cabinet works well for
this. See below on how you would wire for low voltage lighting with a transformer. Please follow
the instructions that come with your fixtures. Developing a wiring plan or diagram is critical
before you begin the project. So far, everything we discussed so far is about planning. Most
successful projects are the result of great planning. That is especially true when it comes to
under cabinet lighting. Now that you have identified where your under cabinet lights will be
placed and you know where your power source is, you must determine the best route to fish the
wires. If you have removed the backsplash and the wall is exposed, then you can do whatever
you want. If you are trying to run wires through an existing kitchen without a remodel, then you
are likely going to be running wires vertically to avoid going through studs. I am attaching a
picture below of my kitchen. You can see that I also had to cross over the sink. In this situation,
you have three optionsâ€¦. Selecting the placement location for your fixtures will make a
difference on how the light will appear in your kitchen and on your counters. One of the
deciding factors is whether you want your under cabinet lighting to be task lighting. To help you
to make your decision, read this article on under cabinet lighting placement location. If you are
uncertain about the placement location, then you may want to consider an under cabinet
lighting fixture that swivels. I discuss one of them in my list of recommended under cabinet
lighting fixtures. It will allow you to point the light downward our out towards the edge of your

counter. Now that you have your plan and you know where you are placing the fixtures, you are
ready to install your under cabinet wiring and switch. You may refer to the wiring diagrams
above as a guide but please follow the wiring instructions that come with your under cabinet
light fixtures. This is when you attach the under cabinet lighting to the underside of the
cabinets. It is also a part in the process where there may be some disagreement. Some may
want to screw the fixture into the cabinet before attaching the wiring. In the end, this is up to
you. Measure your distances and you can use pieces of masking tape on the underside of the
cabinet to mark where each fixture should go. When you are turned upside down trying to screw
the fixture in, it is easy to have it slide on you. So, the tape is a very visible way to mark your
spot as seen in the photo below. When you are done, just remove the tape. It is a bit better than
marking up the bottom of your cabinet with something permanent. If your fixtures came with the
mounting hardware and screws, they should go into the bottom of the cabinets fairly easily.
Warning â€” check the length of the screw they supplied and make sure that it is not too long.
You do not want it to come up through the bottom of your cabinets. Do not over tighten,
otherwise you can strip the hole. This is especially true if your cabinet is not made of solid
plywood construction. You just spent a lot of time and money trying to install under cabinet
lighting. The idea is to make your kitchen beautiful and your project is almost finished. You do
not want to see any wires hanging at all so take the extra step to make it look professional. In
the photo below, you can see that a hole was drilled between the two cabinets so the wire can
remain up high. There are a myriad of options and methods to do this. You can use clips,
staples, etc. Take a look at this article on how to hide under cabinet lighting wires. It should give
you a few ideas on how to conceal the wires safely. If you are able to still see the wires and
more importantly the fixture, then consider installing a light rail along the bottom edge of your
cabinets. This will add an additional inch of depth to the cabinets and will help to hide both the
wires and the fixture. In the discussion about Kelvin Color Temperatures , we talked about
which temperature is optimal for various kitchen applications. The recommended under cabinet
lighting fixtures have have multiple color options and also have a built in dimmer with two
brightness settings. In the evening, test all of the different light temperature settings and see
which one looks the best for your kitchen. Test this with the main kitchen lights on and off. We
often only have the under cabinet lights on in the evenings because we enjoy the less intense
and more inviting light that we get from the under cabinet lighting. Thank you for reading
through the tutorial on how to install under cabinet lighting. Once you complete this project you
will enjoy your kitchen much more. This one project made me a believer in how lighting can
make a huge difference. If you have any questions or comments, please leave them below. If
you are considering buying lighting products, we would appreciate it if you would follow our
links to make your purchase. What is the best under cabinet lighting? The best under cabinet
lighting is what works best for your kitchen and your application. For me, the best option is one
that is an LED fixture with multiple temperature settings and either has a dimmer or can be used
with a dimmer. If you are selecting under cabinet lighting that has just one temperature, then I
would go with k. How much does it cost to install under cabinet lighting? That is the average
cost because smaller fixtures for smaller cabinets will cost less, and of course the larger
fixtures will cost more. You can go for less expensive tape or strip lights, but they will not look
as good as a hard wired fixture. How do you power under cabinet lighting? One of the first steps
in how to install under cabinet lighting is finding the power source. You can simply tap into an
existing light switch in your kitchen and just turn it into a double switch. The power that already
goes to that switch should be sufficient to also power your under cabinet lights. I like to use any
light switch that is currently located in your kitchen backplash. How do you measure for under
cabinet lighting? Measuring for under cabinet lighting is another critical step that needs to be
followed closely during the planning process and before you purchase the lighting fixtures.
Follow the instructions in this article about how to measure for under cabinet lighting. Under
Cabinet Lighting. Pin About The Author The Tutor. Do you have a kitchen that could use just a
little more lighting? More specifically, task lighting in an area that really needs it, like on the
counter top spaces? This posting and accompanying video will help you out should you decide
to tackle a project like this. The first step is planning. Do you have a valence under the cabinets,
and is it deep enough to conceal some lighting? What type of lighting options you can consider
will depend on this. There are many options now available to choose from. The latest
technology that I have seen is an LED tape that can be cut to specific lengths and applied
underneath the cabinets. Florescent lighting is also a common choice, but depending on the
style and type, it can require a deeper valence area to conceal the fixtures from view. They use
LED lighting technology, and can be cord connected and plugged in, or can be hard-wired by
purchasing the additional kit. They can also be connected together to make the required length
appropriate for the section of cabinets that you want to install the lighting under. Every project

will be a bit different, depending on your particular situation. In this project I show you the
basics of how this task is accomplished, and the typical challenges you may encounter. Watch
the video to see some of the challenges you may face in your particular situation. The first step
is to figure out where you can get your source of power for the project, and plan how you will
get cable run to the fixture locations. In this project I have a two-gang switch that will work
nicely. One switch operates the garburator that is on a separate circuit, and the other switch is
on the lighting circuit that we will use to power this new lighting. This switch is for a single pot
light that is located over the sink area. This lighting circuit had only eight outlets connected to
it, so we have plenty of available circuit loading room to add these under-cabinet lights. I have
room to change this box out to a 3-gang box, but that would involve a lot of unnecessary work.
Because there are now only six conductors in this 2-gang box power in and out for the pot light,
and a switch leg drop for the garburator , I have lots of space to add the four new conductors I
need to feed the new sets of LED strips. Here is a diagram of how the lighting circuit for the pot
light is connected now, leaving out the garburator switch. Once you have chosen the type of
fixture to use, you will need to measure and plan how many fixtures, and what lengths of
fixtures will do the job. Make a detailed material list of what you are going to need and go
purchase your supplies from a good home improvement store. Consider if your cables are
going to be concealed completely, or partially exposed and vulnerable to physical damage.
Make sure you allow plenty of time hours , and you will make a mess! The first step as always is
to determine what circuit breaker feeds power to the circuit we are working on, and shut off that
breaker refer to my article on safety when working around electricity before attempting any DIY
home wiring project. Now I need to open up the junction box and double-check that the circuit is
off using a multi-meter, or voltage tester. I also need to shut off the circuit that feeds the
garburator to avoid contact with the live wire on that switch while working in the junction box.
My first section of LED lighting will be right above this box. I begin by drilling a hole out the
back of the valence space into the wall space. Now I pry open the available cable entrance in the
box that is directly below the hole, and then work on feeding a fish-tape between them. This can
be tricky, but with patience, it can be done. If all else fails you could remove the entire cabinet
and cut a hole in the drywall large enough to fit your hand in if needed. If you need to take this
step, make sure the hole you cut will be concealed by the re-installed cabinet! Now that the
fish-tape is in, strip the armour from the cable exposing the conductors. When using armoured
cable, make sure you use the plastic anti-shorts that are supplied with the cable or available for
purchase when you buy the cable. See the video for a more detailed demonstration on
terminating armoured cable to the junction boxes. Then the cable will run through the cabinets,
behind the sink, and behind a drawer on the other side of the sink. Then I need to fish up into
the upper cabinets, and then up on top to a new junction box that I will install above the
cabinets. From that junction box I will feed cables back down for the lights under the two
remaining cabinet locations. Follow the mounting instructions provided, and use templates
provided for mounting. Measure and space your fixtures evenly, and bundle and fasten any
excess fixture wiring up and out of sight as best as possible. Now I need to make my final
connections in the switch box. I now have a 2-wire cable that is the power in, a 2-wire up to the
pot light existing , and I have added two, 2-wire cables out to my under-cabinet lighting. I
remove the existing single-pole switch. I splice all four neutral white wires together. The hot
wire goes to one of the common terminals on the hot side of the new double-stack switch. The
black wire for the existing pot light goes to the top switched terminal of the other side, and the
black wires for the new lighting get spliced together with a pig-tail that connects to the bottom
switch terminal. The addition of this under cabinet lighting made a huge improvement to the
lighting in this kitchen area. This is a rather large project, but the results were well worth it.
Obviously it would have been better if the rough wiring was in place when the home was built,
so with that in mind, if you are ever building your dream home, or taking on a major kitchen
renovation, include under cabinet lighting as part of your design plans. Remember that this is
just an example of a typical project like this, and every situation will be a little different, with it a
new set of challenges. However, with the proper planning, and some patience and
perseverance, this is something that can be accomplished, and with satisfying results.
Advertise With Us. Installing Under Cabinet Lighting Do you have a kitchen that could use just a
little more lighting? This entry was posted in Home Lighting , How-To-Videos and tagged
kitchen lighting , LED lighting , lighting , under cabinet lighting , under counter lighting.
Bookmark the permalink. Popular E-Book. Terry Peterman, the Internet Electrician. Switches
Receptacles Lighting Outdoor. The most convenient way to operate under cabinet lights in the
kitchen is to hardwire them to a wall switch. You can turn the lights on and off, and even dim
them without having messy wires and plugs in your cooking space. However, when it comes to
installation, hard-wiring your lights is probably the most involved process. If you're searching

for advice on how to hardwire under cabinet lights, read on for step-by-step instructions. A
professional electrical contractor in your geographical area will be able to advise you regarding
any electrical details that you might have questions about, and make certain that you're
satisfying all of the appropriate electrical codes. Where do you want your light switch to be?
Close to the cabinets? Alongside the rest of your kitchen lighting controls? Determining this
will help you know how much wiring you need. The electrical wiring runs within the wall and
loops from one fixture to the next. For even lighting, we suggest you use linear lights along the
length of your cabinets, or puck lights every inches. For the best task lighting along your
counters, we also recommend you place the lights close to the front of the cabinet. Finally,
make sure your corner cabinet lighting is balanced to cover the area evenly, not causing
shadows. Most under cabinet fixtures come with a pack of appropriate hardware to use for
installation. This includes screws that won't penetrate the bottom shelves of your cabinets.
Cable bushing and wire connectors of the right size are necessary for proper installation. You'll
also need the following tools:. Locate the correct breaker and turn off the power supply to the
switch outlet where you're going to connect the lights. Position the lights according to how you
laid them out earlier. Take apart the lights and screw them where you want them to go. To make
this easier, you may want to use a pencil to mark the bottom of the cabinets. Depending on your
backsplash, you may have to peel it away from where you're installing the lights. Then, you
should cut a channel behind the backsplash using your drywall saw. The channel should
stretch from under the switch box to right near the farthest light. Finally, use the drill to bore a
hole through the studs so you can run the wire. On the bottom of each cabinet, use the drill
again to make a hole for the wire for each light to come through. This is where you might need
the wire fish to run the wires down the wall from one fixture, through the channel, and to the
next fixture. Beginning with the farthest fixture from the switch, run electrical wire from one
fixture to another. We recommend leaving about one foot of cord at each opening. At the
farthest fixture, you'll have a foot of cord hanging out the end, and the fixture next to it will have
two cords hanging out one entering and one exiting. Do this for every light until you get to the
one closest to the switch. This light needs one length of wire coming from the switch box and
one leaving the light on its other side. At the closest fixture to the switch, connect the wires with
the wire nuts. You should connect the black fixture wire with one wire on the electrical wire in
the wall with the plug on the end, and one wire heading to the next fixture. Do the same for the
white fixture wire. At the switch outlet, make sure the electricity isn't on and then remove the
receptacle. Bind the white wire and the connecting strand of cord together with a wire nut.
Screw the black wire on the outlet onto the switch's bottom terminal, and screw the black wire
that goes out to the lights into the switch's top terminal. Cover the switch's termi
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nals by wrapping it with your electrical tape. Then screw the switch back into the box. Attach
the switch cover. Finally, you can redo the drywall that you had to slice away for the wire
channel, and reattach the backsplash. Subscribe to our newsletter and be the first to know
about exclusive offers! Search Keyword:. After you choose your lights, you'll first need to
prepare for installation: 1. Consult with an expert before you start. Plan for the wiring. Position
your under cabinet lights. Gather the tools and mounting hardware. You'll also need the
following tools: Screwdriver Wire strippers Wire fish Wire nuts Electrical tape Electrical wire
and pressure connectors Drill with keyhole saw Drywall saw Then, follow these steps for
installation: 1. Disconnect the power. Attach the lights. Cut the wall. Run the wire. Run the cord.
Connect the lights. Wire the switch. Cover your work. Test the lights. Restore power to your
lights, and flip the switch to see if they work. Patch things up.

